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Ursnif Trojan Back in Action
Lead Analysts: Threat Intelligence Communication Team

Ursnif may have a funny name, but this variant of the Gozi malware, active since at least 2014, is
believed to be one of the most active banking Trojans observed. Historically, the malware has been very
active in Australia and Japan, with the most recent campaigns targeting both home users and small
businesses in the United States.
In this campaign, security researchers observed the data-stealing malware targeting very specific
targets, attempting to gain access to sensitive and proprietary data.
In this social engineering attack, malware-riddled documents had been tailored for each target and
appeared to be legitimate documents you would expect to see from businesses. There were 21 unique
file names were discovered as part of this campaign.
This campaign was geared to target specific victims in the small business space. Banking malware is
quite a lucrative business, and cybercriminals will take advantage of the opportunity to run their own
campaigns, reusing code of this malware variant for each campaign.
Ensure you are employing best practices, to include user phishing and business email compromise
awareness training, along with keeping patches up-to-date. The ability for your users to identify
potential phishing attacks is critical to thwarting this type of attack.
Reference:
Small businesses targeted by highly localized Ursnif campaign

NTT Security Monitoring Observations
Lead Analyst: Terrance DeJesus

In September, GTIC researchers continued trending and analyzing cyberattacks in which threat actors
targeted specific vulnerabilities. GTIC researchers found that attackers had begun focusing heavily on
relatively new vulnerabilities targeting Axis IP cameras. According to one report covering the Global IP
camera market, Axis was number two in global sales and revenue, leading GTIC researchers to place
additional emphasis on this in their research.
On 26 June 2018, several vulnerabilities were published for multiple models of Axis IP cameras which
allowed not only authentication bypass, but remote shell command injection as well. The vulnerabilities
boasted a CVSS v3.0 score of 9.8 (CRITICAL), but at the time of release, there was no evidence that the
vulnerabilities were being actively exploited in the wild.
Those vulnerabilities are listed below. If leveraged in sequential chain, the variety of vulnerabilities could
allow an unauthenticated remote attacker to not only bypass authentication, but potentially also access
video stream, alter software components, execute shell commands, and more.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CVE-2018-10658 – Memory corruption
CVE-2018-10659 – Memory corruption
CVE-2018-10660 – Shell command injection
CVE-2018-10661 – Bypass of access control
CVE-2018-10662 – Exposed insecure interface
CVE-2018-10663 – Incorrect size calculation
CVE-2018-10664 – Memory corruption

As GTIC researchers analyzed these vulnerabilities and their potential impact, they noted that threat
actors were focusing heavily on CVE-2018-10660, a shell command injection vulnerability, with all
analyzed exploit attempts sourcing from Russia-based sources, with logs indicating attackers were
targeting .srv files.
Discovering Russia-based exploit attempts is nothing new, but another unique element of researchers’
findings is that these sources also hosted cryptominer binaries, specifically inetservX.exe
(db178e2476b4d75a91485ddcc71d58af) and inetserv.exe (3a66e2571a91b5aec7f07687d0a68329)
Interestingly, binaries GTIC researchers analyzed were Windows-based binaries (PE32) and not
compatible with the Axis IP Cameras. These findings led GTIC researchers to assess that the Russia-based
sources are likely compromised servers, several of the IP addresses have open ports such as 22 (SSH), 80
(HTTP), 123 (NTP) and were observed scanning the internet for vulnerable RDP and SMB devices as well.
Of note here is that attackers continue their efforts to compromise IoT devices and are leveraging a
variety of approaches and methods to do so.
If you have IoT devices in your environment, ensure those devices are kept up-to-date with the latest
security patches to reduce your risk of attackers infiltrating your network environment through those
IoT devices.
References:
GreyNoise Data
Intense Research Global IP Camera Report

Cisco Video Surveillance Manager Appliance Default Password Vulnerability
Lead Analyst: Jose Hernandez

Threat Status: High
CVE-2018-14527
Severity: High (CVSS: 9.8)
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Date: 21 September 2018
Remediation Details: Cisco has released free software updates which address this vulnerability.
Affected Versions:
•
•
•

Cisco Video Surveillance Manager (VSM) Software Releases 7.10
Cisco Video Surveillance Manager (VSM) Software Releases 7.11
Cisco Video Surveillance Manager (VSM) Software Releases 7.11.1

Analyst Note: Cisco recently reported on a vulnerability in Cisco Video Surveillance Manager (VSM)
Software running on certain Cisco Connected Safety and Security Unified Computing System (UCS)
platforms. This vulnerability could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to log in to an affected
system by using the root account which has default, static user credentials. The vulnerability exists
because the root account of the affected software was not disabled before Cisco installed the software
on the vulnerable platforms. More specifically, the vulnerability itself is due to the presence of
undocumented, default, static user credentials for the root account of the affected software on certain
systems. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by using the account to log in to an affected system
and execute arbitrary commands as the root user.
While the user credentials are not documented publicly, it is important to patch this vulnerability as
quickly as possible if your environment is impacted, as once a vulnerability is disclosed publicly,
attackers will often begin probing operations, seeking out vulnerable systems.

Operation AppleJeus: North Korea Continues to Show Interest in Cryptocurrency
Lead Analyst: Danika Blessman

The North Korean threat group, Lazarus, has been active for several years and has recently begun
targeting banks and other financial institutions worldwide.
Most recently, Lazarus has been interested in – and successfully targeted – cryptocurrency exchanges
since at least early 2017. Security researchers have recently discovered a new campaign called
AppleJeus.
In this AppleJeus campaign, The Lazarus Group targeted a cryptocurrency exchange in the APAC region.
The Lazarus Group created a legitimate-looking, Trojanized cryptocurrency trading software to conduct
the attack on the exchange.
The software itself appeared harmless, and the vendor of the cryptocurrency trading software even had
a valid digital certificate. The updater module, however, acts as a reconnaissance module, collecting
information on the affected system and sending it back via a command and control server. The attackers
then decide if the system is worth attacking. If so, the updater installs the FALLCHILL Trojan, which the
Lazarus Group has used in previous campaigns.
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The significant change in this campaign, though, is that this appears to be the first time this group has
used malware specifically developed for MacOS. For all intents and purposes, this effectively magnifies
Lazarus Group’s target base.
Another important take-away from this campaign is that the group has reached into their bag of old
tricks by leveraging older malware, namely FALLCHILL. GTIC researchers often observe malware reuse in
many threat campaigns and can sometimes help in assigning attribution. More importantly, this should
strengthen the messaging to any organization about the criticality of applying security patches in the
network environment. Threat actors are known for using whatever means necessary to access targeted
systems, opting primarily for the path of least resistance, and often that path is through older
vulnerabilities which are not defended against.
While your organization may not directly allow cryptocurrency mining applications within the working
environment, firms with a BYOD policy should pay special attention to the traffic on their networks in an
effort to discover and eradicate any potential malware making its way onto the network.
In addition to best practices, and educating users on detecting – and not clicking on links in – phishing
emails, NTT Security recommends the following:
•
•
•

Don’t allow cryptomining software in your network environment. If you do, verify the software
you are using is legitimate.
Consider using heuristics-based detection alongside signature-based malware detection.
Use multi-factor authentication for any type of financial transactions.

Reference:
Operation AppleJeus: Lazarus hits cryptocurrency exchange with fake installer and macOS malware
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NTT Security Annual Reports

Risk:Value 2018
Many organizations are stuck in a reactive
mindset when it comes to information security
and would opt to pay a hacker’s ransom rather
than proactively invest in security. That’s a key
finding in this year’s Risk:Value 2018 Report.
Download your copy today!

2018 Global Threat Intelligence Report
This year’s report summarizes activity we
detected in over 6.1 trillion+ logs and more than
150 million+ attacks, along with vulnerability
scans, incident response engagements, and
diverse findings from threat research and threat
intelligence teams across NTT Security.
About GTIC

Download your copy today!

The NTT Security GTIC protects and informs NTT Group clients through security threat research,
vulnerability analysis and the development of effective countermeasures. For more information,
including vulnerability disclosures, threat reports and white papers, visit the resource page on
www.nttsecurity.com or our blog.
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